HISTORICAL INSTITUTE OF MONTENEGRO

The Historical Institute of Montenegro is one of the oldest scientific institutions in
Montenegro (1948). The institute, in short, deals with research and treatment of the topics
related to Montenegrin and common history and cultural heritage; publishing the studies,
monographs, paper collections, documents’ collections, bibliographies, and editing and
publishing the scientific journal Istorijski zapisi (Écrits historiques); education and
specialization of the scientific staff and, since 2012, organization and realization of the post
graduate Master studies in humanities, fields History/History of the culture and historical
anthropology, with University Alma Mater Europaea from Slovenia(joint degree).

The Historical Institute of Montenegro is organized in tree departments: Department for
Common History, Department for National History and Department for International
Relations.

The institute has more than 20 Agreement for Cooperation with scientific institutions and
archives from Russia, Austria, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Serbia.

Scientific journal Istorijski zapisi (Ecrits historiques) continues the tradition of the oldest
scientific journal in Montenegro called Zapisi, established in 1927. It participates in two
international databases CEEOL (Central Eastern European Library) and EBSCO (Historical
abstracts with full text). Through activities conducted in domain of scientific researches,
organization of the international conferences, round tables, organization of the exhibitions,
cooperation with scientists and scientific institutions from the country and abroad, the
Institute gained a reputation of the eminent scientific institution. Its library contains more
than 50 000 units and noteworthy collection of the archival documents.
There are 21 employees in the Institute and 1200 square meters of the working space at
disposal. Currently, there are 12 ongoing projects being realised by the Institute’s staff –
four topic related ones, two projects being realised on the national level (supported by the
Ministry of Science), five bilateral projects with partner scientific institutions from abroad
and one EU – TEMPUS - Quality of Research - project where the employees of the Institute
are engaged.

